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Studio Disposition Agreement

ART TANK.
Please Read, Discuss and Sign in Agreement the
ART TANK Studio Disposition Agreement.

Below is a list of ART TANK’S adopted rules. Each of these rules were drawn-up, discussed and added to the Disposition Statement by the first
artists of ART TANK. We at ART TANK are a growing family and since we are always receiving new artists, it was a collective decision in studio
that we create a Studio Disposition Agreement. This agreement will be physically represented on our Studio on our door and all who enter the
ART TANK space will be asked to honor, follow, and respect these terms.

#1 -Stay Safe
Our studio is not very big, there is no room for running or rough-housing in our space. No one is to go under the
studio table, unless to grab something that has potentially rolled under it. No one is to leave the studio unless the
artist has permission from facilitator. X-Acto knife use will require all artists participation in and passing of
a use/safety test. All understand and assume there is always risk of injury present when using this and other art
tools. Artists are not to wander into areas beyond the studio boundaries; not to wander into areas of the private
home or into rooms where the door is closed.

#2 -NO SUGAR!!!
No artificial sources of sugar permitted (period). Studio provides fresh organic fruit (apples, clementines,
bananas) for all her artists to enjoy. On extended workshop days, when artists bring a lunch, heavily sugared
treats are to remain at home. Sugar has been scientifically proved to invite varying effects within the human
brain. It has been observed that when some children consume sugar their behaviors can become altered by the
substance. Being that everyone’s safety is number one, sugar in any form other than naturally occurring (i.e. the
sugars produced in fruits/veggies) is not invited into studio. We choose to avoid this potential ingredient for
disaster, thusly SUGAR is never welcome at ART TANK.

#3 Mindfulness of Speech and Peer Engagement
We aim not to talk about others who are not present. We aim to honor individual boundaries and choose to
respect all our ART TANK artists. We do not use harsh or demeaning language with one another. We do not say
the word “HATE” as Detchen Foxx finds this word to be one of the most harmful of all words known.
We do not gossip. We promote loving-kindness.

#4 Respect and P.A.U.S.E.
Our aim when together is to become the ART TANK; a group of bodies who look to gather, discover and express
via the arts. Respecting each other, our space and our intention is critical if we are to arrive at Purposefully,
Attentively, Uniting, Self and Expression (PAUSE). To be the ART TANK, we must honor our purpose.
Collective Respect is a good starting point. Communication, Kindness, Acceptance and Forgiveness can all be
better met and navigated when respect has first been agreed upon. I agree to honor the list of rules.

Both Parents and ART TANK artists are asked to sign this Studio Disposition Agreement
and return it to Detchen Foxx. Thank you!
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ART TANK Artist Signature

Parent/Guardian Signature

